
KEEP YOUR INSTITUTION
RUNNING ONLINE, UNINTERRUPTED
Digitizing your Classrooms has never been this simple!

All in One Online Classes Solution Provider



FEATURES

Face to Face Classes 

Public-Private Chat

Online

Present slides

Screen sharing

01:00:00

Annotations

Presenter & Controls

Multi-user Whiteboard

Multiple Rooms

Break Out Rooms

Educational institutions can hold real-time lessons remotely while offering 
the same collaborative tools and level of interaction possible in a physical classroom. Educational 

institutions can utilize our ecosystem to provide access to students who may not be able to attend in-person courses. 



Teachers can hold visual meetings and
communicate using high-quality audio. There is no limit on the

number of webcams you can share in a session (only limited by bandwidth).

Face to Face Classes



Screen sharing
AcmaTel meet provides screen sharing functionality

 & so its a comprehensive online classroom environment designed 
for use by educational institutions as well as individual teachers and tutors.



White Board

Multi-user Whiteboard
When using the whiteboard tool in AcmaTel meet,

annotations are automatically displayed back to the students 
in real-time. Everything you need to teach and participate in an online class.



Annotations
Built-in polling makes it easy to engage students and recording

 your lectures means that you can make them available for later review.



Present slides
AcmaTel meet enables you to share your slides, notes, and 

presentations with your students remotely.  Teachers also have the ability to zoom, 
highlight, draw, and write on presentations making your points clearer to remote students.



Multiple Rooms
You can create batches as per your requirement. 

There is no limitation in the number of batches or the number of students per batch.



Public-Private Chat
Send Unlimited public and private messages.

Provide a comprehensive online classroom environment designed
 for use by educational institutions as well as individual teachers and tutors.



The professor/teacher will be the administrator of the 
meeting with complete administration and monitoring capabilities.

Presenter & Controls



BREAK OUT ROOMS
Group users into breakout rooms for team

 collaboration. Communicate with students and engage in 
discussions, stay connected to your students with organized communication.



BASIC

₹10k / Month

₹1Lac / Year

SCHEDULE DEMO

STANDARD

₹20k / Month

SCHEDULE DEMO

PROFESSIONAL

SCHEDULE DEMO

BUSINESS

₹2Lacs / Year ₹3Lacs / Year

SCHEDULE DEMO

₹30k / Month

₹4Lacs / Year

₹40k / Month

BASIC

₹50k
One  Time

STANDARD

₹75k

PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS

One Time

₹1.5Lacs
One Time One Time

₹2.5Lacs

Note:- We also offer integration of custom webinar platforms, virtual classroom, or video conferencing
             systems with your existing legacy systems.

ONE TIME INSTALLATION/CONFIGURATION & TRAINING COST

(Maintenance / Back up plans included)
SERVER RECURRING COST

Up to 50 Users

Disk Space - 160 GB

CPU - 4 Core

RAM - 8 GB

Bandwidth - Unlimited

Support - Unlimited

Training - Included

Delivery - 1 Week

Taxes - Excluded

White Label 

Up to 250 Users

Disk Space - 230 GB

CPU - 8 Core

RAM - 16 GB

Bandwidth - Unlimited

Support - Unlimited

Training - Included

Delivery - 1 Week

Taxes - Excluded

White Label 

Up to 500 Users

Disk Space - 640 GB

CPU - 16 Core

RAM - 32 GB

Bandwidth - Unlimited

Support - Unlimited

Training - Included

Delivery - 1 Week

Taxes - Excluded

White Label 

Up to 1000 Users

Disk Space - 1 TB

CPU - 28 Core

RAM - 64 GB

Bandwidth - Unlimited

Support - Unlimited

Training - Included

Delivery - 1 Week

Taxes - Excluded

White Label

Or Or Or Or

https://calendly.com/acmacorp/acmatel-meet-demohttps://calendly.com/acmacorp/acmatel-meet-demohttps://calendly.com/acmacorp/acmatel-meet-demohttps://calendly.com/acmacorp/acmatel-meet-demo



In view of the schools, colleges, coaching 
institute is shut as per government advisory,

 help your students to study from home and Stay Safe.

An ASPL Company

www.acmatel.com 922 222 8989


